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Abstract. Let A be an absolutely convex bounded subset of a locally 
convex space (E,x) over a complete non-archimedean valued field K*
The equivalence of (a) and (3) below is proved (Theorems A&A1).
(a) ft is a compactoid.
(3) If, x 1 i£ a. locally convex topology on E, weaker than t , and if 
there exists ei x-neighbourhood base of 0 in E consisting of absolutely 
convex x '-closed sets then x - x' on A .
In the same spirit connections are derived between complete compactoi- 
dity (c-compactness) of A and a stronger version of ($) (Theorems B&B', 
Theorem 3,2), yielding also alternative proofs {Corollary 2.5 and 
Proposition 4.6) of two theorems of Gruson [23.
2Preliminaries. Throughout K is a non-archimedean nontrivially valued 
complete field with valuation | | . For fundamentals on Banach spaces 
and locally convex spaces over K we refer to [4], [8]. We shall use 
the notations and terminology of [63. For a subset X of a locally 
convex space E over K we denote its absolutely convex hull by co X, 
its K-linear hull by [x3- The closure of a set Y c. e is denoted Y. 
Instead of co x we shall write co X.
Introduction. The well-known concepts of compactoidity and c-compact­
ness (see Definition 1.1) are 'convexified ' versions of (pre)compact­
ness. Although (and because I) for non-locally compact K convex 
(pre)compact sets are trivial, one may put the general question as to 
whether 'convexified' versions of classical properties of (pre)compact 
sets hold for compactoids or c-compact sets. See, for example [7] for 
several fundamental compact-like properties of c~compact sets.
In this paper we consider the convexified form of 'a continuous injec­
tion f on a compact space X is a homeomorphism of X ont f(X)'. For an 
outline of the results see the abstract above. Facts of a more general 
nature, needed in this paper, have been put together in an Appendix 
(§4).
3§ 1. STABILITY OF COMPACTOIDS
We recall the fundamental notions ([4],[7]).
1.1 DEFINITION. A subset X of a locally convex space E over K is (a)
compactoid if for each neighbourhood U of 0 in E there exists a finite 
set F c e such that X c U+co. F.An (absolutely) convex subset A of E 
is c-compact if every collection of nonempty relatively closed con­
vex subsets of A, having the finite intersection property, has a 
nonempty intersection.
(For a connection between these concepts see Proposition 4.6.) Our 
aim in this section is to prove the Theorems A&B.
1.2 LEMMA. Let B be a_ closed absolutely convex subset of ji locally con­
vex space E over K, let ae[B]. Further, let XeK, where jX; > 1  if 
the valuation of K is dense, X = 1 if .the valuation of K is discrete
(i) If (x,). _ is a net in B+Ka converging to 0 then x. eXB for large ii 16 X " i * ‘
(ii) The closure of B+co{a} is contained in XB+co{a}.
Proof. (i) C: = {yeK : yaeB} is a nonzero absolutely convex subset 
of K. We may assume C * K so that r: = diam c  e(O,«0. We have
{yeK : lyl < r} c c <= {yeK : |y| < r}
where, if the valuation of K is discrete, the second inclusion is 
an equality and relltl. For each iel we have a decomposition
(*) x . - b + (b eB , X eK)^ i ^ 1 1
4To piove (i) we derive a contradiction from the following assumption 
There exists an aeK, |a| > r and a directed cofinal J c i such that 
X ,I £ I a| for all jeJ. j
From {*) we obtain
aa - X.^ ctx. - X.*ccb.. (jeJ)
3 3 3 3
As |X *ct| i 1 we have lim X.*ctx. - 0 and x/ab.eB for each jeJ so 
1 j 1 j 3 'J 3 3
that ctaeB = B. On the other hand, I a I > r so, a^C, a contradiction.
(ii) Let xe B+co{a}. There is a net
i h  x, : = b. + X.a (b.eB, X,£K, |X,| < 1)i X X X i 1 X*
converging to x. The net (i,j)l-+ x^-x. is in B+co{a} and converges
to 0* By (i) there is an i el such that x,-x.eXB for i,j > i . Ino i j o
particular
x . e x . + X B .  ( i S i )l xo
The set x, + XB is closed so thatxo
x - lim x. e x, + XB.
1 i  I o
We see that xe b. + X„ a + XB c XB + A, a c XB + co{a}x i xo o o
Remark. B + co{a} is not always closed, see [5], 6.25.
o
1.3 LEMMA. Let B,X be as in Lemma 1.2. Let a.,,..,a e[B3. If (x.). T-------------------------- --- i n —  1 xe I
is a^ net in B + co{a^, . . . converging to 0 then x^e XB for large i
1Proof. Let yeK, 1 < |y < jx| if the valuation of K is dense,
y * l otherwise. We have
5x.e B + co{a, / ... ,a .} + co{a } (iel)± l n— l n
so that by Lemma 1.2 (i)
x .€ y (B + c o { a , 4}) i ■ 1 n-1
for large i. By Lemma 1.2 (ii)
B + co{a, 4} c y (B + co{a. A ) + co{a ,}1 n—1 1 n - z n-i
so that
2x € y (B + co{a.,.,,,a _}) + co{ya^ , }  i l  n~z n-i
for large i. Again by Lemma 1.2 (i)
x.e y (B + co{a,,— ,a „}) , etc i 1 n - z
Inductively we arrive at
2n-l_ . x.e y B c XBi
for large i.
1.4 THEOREM A. Let X be a. compactold in a locally convex space (E,t) 
over K. Let t ’ be ji locally convex topology on E, weaker than x .
there is a x-neighbourhood base of 0 in E consisting of
absolutely convex x 1-closed sets. Then x - x ' on X .
Proof. We shall prove that x = x 1 on A : = co X. To this end, it
suffices, as A is an additive group, to show that for a net
(x ) in A, x le i
x'-lim x . = 0 implies x-lim. x = 0.
I 1 I
6Let V be a x-neighbourhood of 0 in E. There exists, by assumption, 
an absolutely convex x-closed x-neighbourhood U of 0 with U c V. 
Let XeK, | x |  > 1. By compactoidity there exist a , ...,a eE such
that
X c X + co{a.,...,a }.1 n
Then, by absolute convexity of X *U + co{a^,. * . ,a^}, we have also
— 1A c X U + co{a,,...,a }.1 n
_  j
As X U is x-closed and a^,...,a^ e[X u] we may apply Lemma 1.3 
and conclude that x^e XX *U c V for large i. It follows that 
x-lim x = 0.
I
1.5 COROLLARY. Let (E,x) be a locally convex space over a spherically
■ W if i  ■ mm p> F  <i> ..................mb
complete field K. Then, on x-compactoids, the weak topology and
the initial topology x coincide.
Proof. By [9], for absolutely convex sets, the proporties 'weakly 
closed'' and 'x-closed' are identical. Now apply Theorem A.
Remark. The conclusion of Corollary 1.5 holds also for polar local­
ly convex spaces over a nonspherically complete field K. ([6], Theo­
rem 5.12.)
1.6 THEOREM B. Let A be an absolutely convex bounded c-compact subset
of a Hausdorff locally convex space (E,x) over K. Let x 1 be a 
Hausdorff locally convex topology on E, weaker than x. Then x = x* 
on A.
Proof. Let be a net in A converging to 0 for t ' , let U be
a t-neighbourhood of 0 in E- We prove that x.eU for large i. LetX
XeK, |X| > 1. There exists an absolutely convex t-neighbourhood
2V of 0 such that X V c u. By proposition 4.6 A is a T-coropactoid,
so according to Katsaras' theorem ([3] or [6], Lemma 8.1) there
exist a4 ,. .. ,a eA such that1 u
X”1A c v + co{a., ...,a }.l n
Then also
_  i(*) X A c  v  n A + co{a4,...,a }.1 n
By C73 V n A, being an absolutely convex x-closed subset of A, is 
c-compact for t , hence for t ’ so that V n A is t'-closed.
From (*) and Lemma 1.3 we have, for large i,
X-1x. e X(V n A) c XV. i
2We see that x^ e X V c u for large i.
Remark. Theorem B is only of interest if K is spherically complete. 
See, however, §3.
85 2.' CHARACTERIZATIONS OF COMPACTOIDS BY STABILITY
In this section we shall prove 'converses' to Theorems A&B (Theorems 
A'&B') .
Remark. If, in Theorem A',(see2.3) we add the assumption that 
K is spherically complete or that E is a polar space over a nonsphe- 
rically complete K, we may obtain a short proof of Theorem A 1 by 
choosing for x* the weak topology.
For convenience we introduce the following terminology. Let x^, 
be locally convex topologies on a K-vector space E. We say that x^
neighbourhood base of 0 in E consisting of absolutely convex x^~ 
closed sets.
2.1 LEMMA. Let x^, x^ be locally convex topologies on K-vector space 
E. The following are equivalent.
(a) x^ is_ closedly related to x^.
(3) The set P consisting of all x^-continuous q for which
q = sup {p : p is a x^-continuous seminorm, p < q}
is a base of continuous seminorms for the topology x^
Proof - (ot) *♦ (0) . Let U be a x^-neighbourhood base of 0 consisting 
of absolutely convex x2 -open and x^-closed sets. For each U € U
define
u* = ={
U if the valuation of K is discrete
0 Xu if the valuation of K is dense.
X >1
9Of course, £/' : » {ue : Uet/) is again a -neighbourhood base of 0
consisting of absolutely convex X 2 ~open a*id x^-closed sets. But in 
addition we have for each UeU'
U = {zeE : Py (z) ^ 1}
where py is the Minkowski function of U. Set
P 1 : - {p : Ue£/'},u
Clearly P f is a base of continuous seminorms for We shall prove 
that P ‘ c p. (Then {£) follows.) Let uei/'. From Proposition 4.2 it 
follows that for each xeE\u there exists a x^-continuous seminorm 
q^ such that q^x) > 1/ ^ 1 on U, e lK l (zeE). (If the
valuation of K is discrete we may obtain q^ by multiplying p of
Proposition 4.2 by a suitable constant, if the valuation of K is
e i idense there is, by definition of U , a AeK, |A| < 1  such that 
Ax^ U .) Now set
q : = sup {q : xeE\U}*
One verifies directly that q - p^ which finishes the first part of 
the proof.
(B) ** (cc) . For each pe P set
U_ : = {xeE : p(x) £ 1}At
and
U : = {U : p£P}P
One proves in a standard way that V is a x^-neighbourhood base of 0
consisting of x^-closed sets.
10
2.2 LEMMA. Let t be a locally convex topology
let D be ci linear subspace of E , let i be the restriction of x to
D - *£ TA ¿E locally convex topology on D closedly related to xD
then there is locally convex topology x 1 on E closedly related
Proof. Let T be the collection of all t- continuous seminorms on E ,
let F (T') be the collection of all i - (x'~) continuous serainorms D D D D
on D. Define x' to be the locally convex topology on E generated by
r 1 : = {per : p|D e I*'}.D
Obviously x' i x, x* D = x ^  (Proposition 4.1), and T" is the set of 
all x ’~ continuous seminorms. To complete the proof that x' is clo­
sedly related to x we shall construct a base P„ of continuous semi-£
norms for x such that each peP„ is a supremum of x1- continuousJE
seminorms (Lemma 2.1). To this end/ let
and
PE : = {per : P |d £P }.
By assumption and Lemma 2.1, P^ is a base of continuous seminorms 
for t . To prove that P is a base for x, let per. Then p DeT .D E
There is an seP^ with p £ s on D. As se f it extends to a teP.D D
Set q : - max (t,p) . Then qeT, q|D — seP^ (so that <5£P„) and p ^ q.D E
Finally we prove that
p - sup {qeT' : q 5 p} <peP„)
by constructing, for each xeE, a qeT', q £ p such that q(x) is close
11
to p(x). We distinguish two cases.
(i) p(x-d) > p(x) for all d£D. Then we take for q the quotient semi-
norm of p
q(y) = inf (p(y-d) : d€D> (y«=E)
We have q < p, q(x) = p(x) and qel” (since q = 0 on D).
(ii) There exists a deD with p(x-d) < p(x) . Then p(x) = p(d) * 0 and 
there is a ce(0,l) with p(x-d) = cp(x). Let c'e{0,l), c' > c. By de-
andfinition p D e P„ so there is a q.el" with q, ^ p on DD I d 1
q^(d) > c'p(d). By Proposition 4.1, q^ extends to a qeT with q £ p 
on E. Then qef1. We have
q(d) = (d) > c'p(d) = c'p(x)
but also
q(x-d) < p(x-d) = cp(d) < c ’p(d) < q^ (d)' » q(d)
so that q(x) = q(d) > c'p(x). As we may take c 1 close to 1 this 
completes the proof.
2 - 3 THEOREM A 1. Let A be a bounded absolutely convex subset of a locally 
convex space (E,t ) over K. Suppose that for each locally convex topo­
logy t 1 ^ x on E, for which there exists t- neighbourhood base of
0 consisting of absolutely convex t 1- closed sets, we have t - t ' on 
A. Then A is compactoid in (E,t ) .
Proof. By Proposition 4.4 it suffices to prove that, for any coun­
table subset X of A, the set B : = co X is a compactoid in D : = [X], 
with the restriction topology of t . Now D is of countable type so
12
its weak topology x^ is closedly related to {[6], Proposition 5.2 
(Y)). By Lemma 2.2 x^ is the restriction of a locally convex topo­
logy x 1 on E that is closedly related to T - By assumption t = t 1 on
A, hence x = x ' on B. Now B is bounded, hence a corapactoid for theD D
weak topology x^. By Proposition 4.5 B is also a x^ ** corapactoid.
Remark. The example E = A = K shows the relevance of the boundedness 
condition in Theorem A*. I do not know whether the absolute convexity 
of A can be dropped.
2.4 THEOREM B 1. Let A be a closed bounded absolutely convex subset of 
a Hausdorff locally convex space (E,x) over K. Suppose that for 
each locally convex Hausdorff topology t * £ t on E we have x = t 1 
on A. Then A is a complete compactoid in (E,x).
Proof. Theorem A' yields compactoidity of A. Suppose A is not
T- complete? we construct a Hausdorff locally convex topology x' on
E with x1 i t on E and x' * x on A. As A is closed there exists a
x- Cauchy net (x^)^£l in A that does not converge in (E,x)- Let x'
be the locally convex topology generated by the set P of all x-
continuous seminorm p for which lim p(x ) = 0. Obviously x' :£ x
I
and x 1 * x on A.
It remains to be shown that x* is Hausdorff. The net (x^)^£l convex
»
ges to an x in the completion (E,x)~of (E,x), and x i  (E,x). Then 
for each aeE, a * 0 the elements a, x are linearly independent and 
there exists a continuous seminorm q on (E,x)"for which q(x) == 0, 
q(a) * 0 (consider the quotient map (E,x)~ -» (E.-xT/Kx) . Hence, 
q|E e P. It follows that P separates the points of E.
13
2.5 COROLLARY. Let A be a closed bounded absolutely convex subset of a_ 
Hausdorff locally convex space (E,t) over <a spherically complete 
field K. The following are equivalent.
(a) A c-compact.
($) A i£ ji complete compactoid.
(Y) ZIL T ' B. Hausdorff locally convex topology, weaker than x ,
then t = x' on A.
Proof. Proposition 4*6, Theorems B&B*.
Remark. There exists noncomplete absolutely convex compactoids for
which (y) is true. (Let K be the spherical completion of C and setP
A : a {(?1,52r***) e cq : s u p U J p 1 <
i
® ~  ^ c0 * I  ^j_ IP  ^ t } ,
x
B is c~compact, pB c a  c b so (y) holds for A. However, A is not 
closed.)
14
\
§ 3 * THEOREM B FOR NONSPHERICALLY COMPLETE K
Contrary to the Theorems A, A 1, B* , Theorem B is a triviality for 
nonspherically complete K. The hope that absolutely convex complete
compactoids are topologically stable under continuous linear injec­
tions (inspired by Theorem B') is too optimistic as the following 
example shows.
3.1 EXAMPLE. Let K be not spherically complete, let A be the 'closed' 
unit ball of c^ . Then A i£ complete compactoid for the weak topo- 
logy (7 . However, for the topology a ' of coordinatewise convergence 
we have a' S a but a * o' on A.
Proof. As Cq is reflexive (L4]r Theorem 4.17) and A is weakly clo­
sed the first statement follows from [6], Theorem 9.6. The sequence 
el' e2 * ‘ * * t 1^8 stan^arc^  unit vectors does not converge weakly 
([6], Proposition 4.11) but does converge coordinatewise (to 0)
On the positive side we have the following theorem (see also the 
remarks below).
3,2 THEOREM. Let A be an absolutely convex complete metrizable compac 
toid in a Hausdorff locally convex space (E,x) over K. Let t 1 be a 
Hausdorff locally convex topology on E, weaker than T. Then x « x ' 
on A.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume E » [a ] (then, by 
Proposition 4.3, (E,x) is of countable type) and that A is edged
{[6]) i.e. thatr if the valuation of K is dense, A - n XA.
X | >1
Let E' be the dual space of (E,x) equipped with the topology ofA
uniform convergence on A. This topology is induced by the single
norm f \+ sup {|f(x)| : xeA}.
We first prove (i), (ii) below.
(i) E ‘ is strongly polar ([6], Definition 3.5). Proof. By [6], Pro'n
position 8,2 there is a sequence e^,e2 i*-* in XA for some
XeK, Ixl > 1 with lim e = 0 such that A c co{e, ,e^,. ..} <= XA. Then 1n-> 00
formula
f (f(ej) , f(e ) ,...) (feE1)
defines a linear homeomorphism of E ‘ into c_. Now crt is of countableA 0 0
type hence ([6], Proposition 4.4) strongly polar, so are its subspaces 
([6], Proposition 4.1) and, therefore, E* .
(ii) The canonical map E -+ (E*) 1 is surjective. Proof, Ly [6], Lem-
ma 7.1 (ii) the map E -» (E^ J 1 is bijective (where E^ is E ’, with
the topology of pointwise convergence), so we shall prove that
(E*) ' = (E1)1* To this end we shall check that the covering A a
{XA : XeK} of E satisfies the conditions of [6], Proposition 7.4.
Each XA is edged and a complete compactoid for t and by [6], Theorem 
5.13, also a complete compactoid for the weak topology a(E,E1)
Now we finish the proof as follows. Let a ( a 1) be the weak topology 
of t (t1)« By Corollary 1.5 and the remark following it we have 
a = T o n A ,  a* = t ! on A and a’ ^ a on E. We prove that a = a 1 on A. 
Let F : — (E,a')'. Then F c E 1 and, as i 1 is Hausdorff, F separates 
the points of E.
We claim that F is dense in E *. Indeed, if i e(E' ) 1, 4 = 0 on F then,A A
by (ii) there exists an xeE for which <|>(f) = f(x) for all feE* so
16
that f(x) = 0  for all f eF i.e. x = 0. By (i) and [6]/ Corollary 4.9 
the norm closure of F equals its weak closure which is E'. Now let 
(x^K£l be a net in A converging to 0 for a 1. Then lira f(x )^ - 0 f°r 
all-f£F. By the above for each geE' there is a net in F converging
♦to g uniformly on A. But then lim g(x.) = 0 so that lim x, = 0
I 1 I
for a.
Remark 1. If K is spherically complete each locally convex space is 
strongly polar ([6] > §4). So an obvious modification makes the above 
proof valid for a complete absolutely convex compactoid in a locally 
convex space over K yielding an alternative proof of Theorem B.
Remark 2. As a contrast to Theorem 3.2 we mention the following re­
sult of A. van Rooij ([5], Theorem 6.28). Let A be an absolutely con­
vex subset of a Banach space E over a nonspherically complete field 
K. If for each K-Banach space F and each Te L (E/F) the set TA is clo-
a
sed then A is finite dimensional.
3.3 COROLLARY. Let A,B be absolutely convex compactolds in & Frechet 
space (E,t) over K.
(i) rf A rB are closed and A n B = (0) then A+B is_ closed.
(ii) If t1 £ T ijs ci Hausdorff locally convex topology on E then 
T = t ' on A.
Proof. (i) A*B is a complete compactoid in E*E. As [a ] n [Bj = 0 
addition is a continuous linear bijection:
*
[a ] X [B] •+ [A+B]
sending A*B onto A+B. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that A+B is
complete, hence closed in E. For (ii) apply Theorem 3.2 to the clo­
sure of A*
PROBLEM. For a nonspherically complete field K, characterize the 
absolutely convex complete corapactoids A in a Hausdorff locally 
convex space (E,t) over K for which t - t ' on A for any Hausdorff 
locally convex topology t * on E that is weaker then r.
18
§ APPENDIX
4.1 PROPOSITION. Let D be a linear subspace of a K-vector space E. If 
■P — seminom on E and q is^  ia seminorm on D such that q £ p on D 
then q can be extended to a. semi norm q on E for which q S p oil E.
Proof. Set q(x) : *= inf max(p(x-d), q(d)) (xeE) .
d£D
4.2 PROPOSITION. Let A be a closed absolutely convex subset of a locally 
convex space E over K, let xe E\A. There exists a^ continuous seminorm
p with p{a) < 1 for each aeA and p{x) = 1. I£ the valuation of K is 
discrete p can be chosen such that p (z) *e |k| for each zeE.
Proof., Let U be an open absolutely convex set that is maximal with 
respect to the properties A c u, xjftJ. Let q be the Minkowski function 
of U. Then q is continuous and
{zeE : q(z) < 1} c U c {sieE : q(z) ^ 1}.
If q(x) > 1 then p t = q(x) *q satisfies the requirements, so assume 
q(x) = 1. Set p : - q. Obviously, p(z)e*jK| for all zeE for a discre­
tely values field K; we prove that p(u) < 1 for each ueU. Suppose 
p{u) = 1  for some ueU. The set Ku+u is absolutely convex and it pro­
perly contains U so, by maximality, it contains x. There is a XeK for 
which x-XueU. As x^U we must have |x| > 1. As p(x-Xu) < 1 and 
p{\u) > 1 we arrive at p(x) > 1, a contradiction.
4.3 PROPOSITION. If A is^  «a compactoid in a_ locally convex space E over 
K then [a ] is of countable type {[6], Definition 4.3).
19
Proof. Set E = Ca J. For each continuous seminorzn p, let tt be the ' p 
canonical map of E onto the normed space E : = E/Kerp. Then ir (A)P P
is a compactoid in E^, and absorbing. By [6j, Proposition 8.2 there
exist e„ , e«,.. . eE with tt (A) co {e., ,e_,. .. } so that E = Ce. , e -  .. ]1 2  p p 1 2  p 1' Z
is of countable type. Then so is IiE (C6], Proposition 4.12 (iii))PP
and is E (being linearly homeomorphic to a subspace of HE^)-
P
4.4 PROPOSITION. Let A be an absolutely convex subset of ei locally 
convex space E over K. If each countable subset of A is a
to id then A _is a compactoid
FromProof. For Banach spaces E this is proved in [4], Theorem 4.37.
[ 1 ], Lemma 1.3 it follows that the statement is true for normed spa­
ces E. Now let E be locally convex. With n , E as in the proof ofP P
Proposition 4.3 we have that each ir (A) is a compactoid in E . ButP P
then II tt (A) is a compactoid (Cl], Proposition 1.7) and s o is A 
p p
(being linearly homeomorphic to *a subset of H tt (A)) .PP
4.5 PROPOSITION. Let A be an absolutely convex subset of a^ K-vector spa­
ce E. Let be locally convex topologies on E such that 
on A. Then A iis ja T^-compactoid if and only if A is_ a -compactoid.
Proof, Suppose A is a -compactoid. Let U be a T2 “neighbourhood of
0. Let XeK , 0 < j\| < 1. There is an absolutely convex
M l
neighbourhood U ‘ of 0 with U* c XU. There is an absolutely convex
"[^-neighbourhood V of 0 with V n A c u' n A. By Katsaras1 theorem
(C3D, or t6j, Lemma 8.1) there exist a4,...,a eA such thatI n
XA c v+co(a^,...,an}. Then also XA c v n A+co{a^,...,a^}. We see that
A c  X * (V n A)+co{Xa.,...,Xa } c u+co{Xa,,...,Xa }. It follows that1 n I n
A is a T2 _‘Compactoid.
2 0
4.6 PROPOSITION. Let A be a bounded absolutely convex subset of a_ Haus- 
dorff locally convex space E over _a spherically complete field K. The 
following are equivalent.
(a) A jLs c-compact.
(B) A is a complete compactoid.
Proof. [2], Proposition 4, p.93. A more elementary proof for Banach 
spaces E is given in [5], Theorem 6.15. From this the general state­
ment can be obtained in a straightforward way by using the embedding
4
E -* II E (where E “ is the completion of E ) and the proporties of 
p P P P
c-compact sets proved in [7].
4
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